Biological catalysis hinges on the precise structural integrity of an active site that binds and transforms its substrates and meeting this requirement presents a unique challenge for RNA enzymes. Functional RNAs, including ribozymes, fold into their active conformations within rugged energy landscapes that often contain misfolded conformers. Here we uncover and characterize one such "off-pathway" species within an active site after overall folding of the ribozyme is complete. The Tetrahymena group I ribozyme (E) catalyzes cleavage of an oligonucleotide substrate (S) by an exogenous guanosine (G) cofactor. We tested whether specific catalytic interactions with G are present in the preceding E•S•G and E•G ground-state complexes. We monitored interactions with G via the effects of 2 ′ -and 3 ′ -deoxy (-H) and −amino (-NH 2 ) substitutions on G binding. These and prior results reveal that G is bound in an inactive configuration within E•G, with the nucleophilic 3 ′ -OH making a nonproductive interaction with an active site metal ion termed M A and with the adjacent 2 ′ -OH making no interaction. Upon S binding, a rearrangement occurs that allows both -OH groups to contact a different active site metal ion, termed M C , to make what are likely to be their catalytic interactions. The reactive phosphoryl group on S promotes this change, presumably by repositioning the metal ions with respect to G. This conformational transition demonstrates local rearrangements within an otherwise folded RNA, underscoring RNA's difficulty in specifying a unique conformation and highlighting Nature's potential to use local transitions of RNA in complex function.
INTRODUCTION
A requirement for robust biological catalysis is the assembly of an active site that binds substrates and positions reactive groups and active site residues with respect to one another (Fersht 1999) . For protein enzymes, X-ray structures with and without bound ligands suggest that protein active sites are largely organized upon folding but typically undergo some level of conformational rearrangement upon substrate binding, such as flap closure or domain rotation (e.g., Bennett and Steitz 1978; Lesk and Chothia 1984; Lolis and Petsko 1990; Bystroff and Kraut 1991; Sawaya et al. 1997) . In contrast, examples of proteins with resting unfolded states are less common (Schulenburg and Hilvert 2013) .
Fulfilling the requirement for positioning poses a special challenge for catalytic RNAs (ribozymes), as RNA's negative-ly charged backbone and limited side-chain diversity are expected to hinder its ability to form compact and precisely positioned structures (Herschlag 1995; . Early X-ray structures of ribozymes implied that RNA could form protein-like structures containing active sites that are preorganized for catalysis (Ferré-D'Amaré et al. 1998; Golden et al. 1998; Herschlag 1998) but subsequent results and reflection led to the recognition of differences between RNA and protein enzymes that may be of biological importance, as described below.
While proteins harness extensive noncovalent interactions to form a densely packed core (Dill 1990) , RNAs, which exist as rigid helices connected by loops and junctions, are brought together through a handful of tertiary contacts and thus have more limited structural interconnections (Sigler 1975) . The absence of extensive close packing, along with RNA's inherent ability and tendency to form stable alternative structures (Herschlag 1995; Russell 2008) , may result in rugged folding energy landscapes for RNAs (e.g., Chen and Dill 2000; Treiber and Williamson 2001; Bokinsky and Zhuang 2005; Shcherbakova et al. 2008) . Within these energy landscapes are "off-pathway" species that form nonnative interactions and require additional rearrangements to attain functional states. Indeed, conformational transitions have been inferred within the active sites of ribozymes (e.g., Chanfreau and Jacquier 1996; Wang et al. 1999; Zhuang et al. 2002a; Schmeing et al. 2005; Hougland et al. 2006; Martick and Scott 2006; Hsieh and Fierke 2009; Marcia and Pyle 2012; Sripathi et al. 2014 ) and in the binding sites of in vitro-selected aptamers (e.g., Jucker et al. 2003; Flinders et al. 2004; Duchardt-Ferner et al. 2010) , perhaps reflecting RNA's difficulty in specifying a unique structure. Nature appears to have harnessed this feature to regulate gene expression via conformational transitions of riboswitches (e.g., Wickiser et al. 2005; Gilbert et al. 2006; Noeske et al. 2007; Ottink et al. 2007 ; Montange and Batey 2008) and coordinate complex multistep processes such as pre-mRNA splicing and protein synthesis (Staley and Guthrie 1998; Guo et al. 2009; Frank and Gonzalez 2010; Voorhees and Ramakrishnan 2013; Chen and Moore 2014) . Given the widespread occurrence of RNA conformational changes, understanding such changes at an atomic level and how they impact assembly of RNA active sites is an important endeavor that can be pursued by studying model RNAs.
Here we investigate a structural rearrangement within the active site of the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme (E), which catalyzes the cleavage of an oligonucleotide substrate (S) by an exogenous guanosine (G) cofactor ( Fig. 1A ; see Hougland et al. 2006 and references therein) . A transition state model derived from biochemical and crystallographic data implicates contacts between reactive groups on S and G and two distinct metal ions, M A and M C (Fig. 1D ), and possibly a third metal ion (M B , Fig. 1E ; Piccirilli et al. 1993; Sjögren et al. 1997; Weinstein et al. 1997; Shan et al. 1999a Shan et al. , 2001 Shan and Herschlag 1999; Yoshida et al. 1999; Stahley and Strobel 2005; Lipchock and Strobel 2008) . G binding to the ribozyme is several orders of magnitude slower than diffusion, suggestive of a required rearrangement of the G binding site to allow binding to occur (Karbstein and Herschlag 2003) . Once G is bound, an (Hougland et al. 2005 ). The subscripts "O" and "C" refer to complexes in the open and closed states, respectively. The subscript, "chem," refers to the chemical step of the reaction. The subscript "P" on CCCUCU P A refers to the reactive phosphoryl group. The framework for the reverse reaction (Karbstein et al. 2002) is not shown for simplicity. (B-E) Models for active site metal ion interactions within E•G (B), E•S•G (C), and (E•S•G) ‡ (D,E). Closed circles and hatched lines represent metal ion interactions and hydrogen bonds, respectively. Partial-negative charges in (E•S•G) ‡ (D,E) are represented by "δ − ." The absence of an interaction between M C and the G 2 ′ -oxygen atom in E•G is denoted by "X." In this work, we test whether the 3 ′ -oxygen atom of G contacts a metal ion (M 2+ ) in E•G (B) and M C , as suggested by crystallographic data (Stahley and Strobel 2005) , in E•S•G (C ) (represented by open circles and "?"). In (E•S•G) ‡ , structural data (Stahley and Strobel 2005) suggest that the G 3 ′ -oxygen atom contacts M C (D) and biochemical data (Shan et al. 1999a) suggest that this atom interacts with a metal ion distinct from M C , termed M B (E). additional rearrangement is required to assemble the active site metal ion interactions required for catalysis. The 2 ′ -OH group of G, which contacts M C in the transition state ( Fig. 1D ,E), does not form this interaction until S is present in the active site (cf. Fig. 1B ,C; Shan and Herschlag 1999) , and these and other data (Bevilacqua et al. 1993; McConnell et al. 1993; Herschlag 1999, 2002; Forconi et al. 2010 Forconi et al. , 2011 provide strong evidence for a conformational change within the active site from E•G to E•S•G.
To further interrogate this proposed structural rearrangement, we tested for potential interactions made with the nucleophilic 3 ′ -OH group of G in the absence and presence of bound S. Our results reveal an inactive, off-pathway complex formed within E•G and a rearrangement to a catalytically competent configuration upon binding of S. Such non-stepwise assembly of active site interactions highlights RNA's tendency to form alternative interactions, even within the active site of a folded RNA, and underscores the importance of local rearrangements in forming a functional RNA.
RESULTS

Use of 2 ′ -and 3 ′ -deoxyguanosine to probe interactions within the (E•S•G) O and (E•S•G) C complexes
The Tetrahymena ribozyme (E) catalyzes cleavage of an oligonucleotide substrate (S) by an exogenous guanosine (G) cofactor. Binding of S occurs in two steps ( Fig. 1A) , first by base-pairing with E to form the (E•S) O complex (where "O" stands for open) and then by docking of the substrate-containing duplex, referred to as P1, into the active site via tertiary interactions to form the (E•S) C complex (where "C" stands for closed) (Bevilacqua et al. 1992 (Bevilacqua et al. , 1994 Herschlag 1992; Li et al. 1995; Narlikar and Herschlag 1996) . Prior results strongly suggest that the interactions made with G are the same within the E•G and (E•S•G) O complexes because S is absent from the active site in both complexes (Wang et al. 1993; Narlikar and Herschlag 1996) , but are different within the (E•S•G) C complex (McConnell et al. 1993; Wang et al. 1993; Shan and Herschlag 1999; Karbstein et al. 2002; Forconi et al. 2010) . 9 Here we focus on interactions with the 2 ′ -and 3 ′ -OH groups of G within the (E•S•G) O and (E•S•G) C complexes. The G 2 ′ -OH group contacts an active site metal ion only when S is present in the active site, i.e., in the closed complex (Fig. 1C; Shan and Herschlag 1999) , but it is not known whether the adjacent 3 ′ -OH forms metal ion interactions in the open and/or closed complexes. Below, we describe experiments designed to probe interactions with the 3 ′ -OH and, for comparison, the 2 ′ -OH groups of G in the (E•S•G) O and (E•S•G) C complexes.
If bound G is stabilized by interactions made with a hydroxyl group, then hydrogen (-H) substitution would ablate those interactions and be expected to reduce the binding affinity. Alternatively, the absence of a deleterious effect on G binding would suggest, most simply, that no interaction is made with the hydroxyl group. This modification has been used to probe the functional relevance of -OH groups in essentially every catalytic RNA (e.g., Bass and Cech 1984; Abramovitz et al. 1996; Ortoleva-Donnelly et al. 1998; Weinger et al. 2004; Nelson and Uhlenbeck 2008) . We thus introduced single -H substitutions at the 2 ′ -and 3 ′ -positions and carried out binding assays without or with the substratecontaining P1 helix docked into the catalytic core [the (E•S) O and (E•S) C complexes, respectively; Materials and Methods; Fig. 1A ].
We determined binding affinities for three G analogs: AUCG, AUCG(2 ′ H), and AUCG(3 ′ H) ( Table 1 ). The common 5 ′ -AUC extension enhances binding of the 3 ′ -terminus G, G(2 ′ H), and G(3 ′ H) through base-pairing and stacking interactions (making the so-called "P9.0" interactions; (Michel et al. 1989; Burke et al. 1990; Michel and Westhof 1990; Moran et al. 1993; Russell and Herschlag 1999) ) and thereby overcomes assay limitations imposed by the limited solubility of G and allows us to extend prior results that gave binding limits and provide side-by-side comparisons (Moran et al. 1993; Profenno et al. 1997; Karbstein et al. 2002) .
The equilibrium constants for binding of AUCG to (E•S) O and (E•S) C were determined by measuring the rate constant for cleavage of 32 P-labeled S as a function of AUCG concentration in single-turnover assays, with versions of S designed to ensure that the desired E•S complex was present (Materials and Methods; Table 2 ; Herschlag et al. 1993; Wang et al. 1993; Narlikar and Herschlag 1996; Bartley et al. 2003) . However, AUCG(2 ′ H) and AUCG(3 ′ H) are essentially nonreactive (Bass and Cech 1986; Moran et al. 1993; Shan and Herschlag 1999) , as G(3 ′ H) has no lone pair of electrons to react with the scissile phosphoryl group, and G(2 ′ H) reduces the rate of reaction by ≥10 6 -fold (Shan and Herschlag 1999) . Therefore, we measured binding of these analogs through competitive inhibition of reactions with subsaturating G under single-turnover conditions so that observed inhibition constants represent true dissociation constants (see Materials and Methods; Shan and Herschlag 1999; Karbstein et al. 2002; Hougland et al. 2008) . Table 3 reports the equilibrium dissociation constants obtained, and the effects of -H substitutions on AUCG binding to (E•S) O and (E•S) C are shown in Figure 2A and B, respectively (and see Supplemental Fig. S1 for raw data). AUCG(2 ′ H) binds 60-fold weaker than AUCG to (E•S) C , but binds to (E•S) O with nearly the same affinity as AUCG. These binding effects are consistent with predictions from prior results with 2 ′ -aminoguanosine [G(2 ′ NH 2 ), Table 1 ], which provided evidence for a stabilizing G 2 ′ -OH interaction in (E•S•G) C , but not (E•S•G) O (Shan and Herschlag 1999) . In contrast, the 3 ′ -H substitution weakens binding to both (E•S) O and (E•S) C ( Fig. 2A,B ), suggesting that interactions to the 3 ′ -OH group are present in both the open and closed complexes.
Use of 2 ′ -and 3 ′ -amino substitutions to test for metal ion interactions with guanosine in the (E•S•G) C complex Given the prior functional and crystallographic evidence for metal ion interactions with G hydroxyl groups in the group I ribozyme active site (Fig. 1B-E; Piccirilli et al. 1993; Sjögren et al. 1997; Weinstein et al. 1997; Shan et al. 1999a Shan et al. , 2001 Shan and Herschlag 1999; Yoshida et al. 1999; Stahley and Strobel 2005; Lipchock and Strobel 2008) , we used metal ion rescue and thermodynamic fingerprint analysis (TFA) to delineate metal ion interactions. TFA provides a readout of the affinity for the metal ion responsible for rescuing a deleterious effect from a single atom or functional group substitution. As metal ions bound at different sites are expected, most simply, to have different affinities, the apparent affinity of a rescuing metal ion provides a functional thermodynamic "fingerprint." By comparing the affinities of metal ions providing rescue of substitutions at different positions, one can determine whether these interactions are mediated by the same metal ion or by distinct metal ions (Shan et al. 1999a; Wang et al. 1999; Christian 2005; Hougland et al. 2006; Frederiksen and Piccirilli 2009) . Such analyses and follow-up experiments can lead to detailed maps of functional interactions (Shan et al. 1999a; Wang et al. 1999; Christian et al. 2000; Gordon et al. 2000; Gordon and Piccirilli 2001; Hougland et al. 2005; Forconi et al. 2008; Ward and Derose 2012; Fica et al. 2013) .
Prior TFA experiments for the Tetrahymena ribozyme reaction provided evidence for transition state interactions between two metal ions, M C and M B , and the 2 ′ -OH and 3 ′ -OH groups of G, respectively ( Fig. 1E ; Shan et al. 1999a) . The most complete and highest resolution crystal structures of the group I ribozyme, from Azoarcus, showed no evidence of M B and instead provided evidence for both the 2 ′ -OH and 3 ′ -OH groups of G interacting with M C (Fig. 1D ; Stahley and Strobel 2005; Lipchock and Strobel 2008) . Models for this discrepancy have been described (Discussion; see Hougland et al. 2006 ) and we note that the remaining interactions inferred from the functional and structural data are in excellent agreement (Hougland et al. 2006; Forconi et al. 2008 Forconi et al. , 2009 . In this and the next section we test whether the 3 ′ -OH group of G interacts with a metal ion in the (E•S•G) O and (E•S•G) C complexes and, if so, which one (M A , M B , or M C ).
To test for a metal ion interaction, we replaced the G -OH group with an amino (-NH 2 ) group. Nitrogen, compared to oxygen, generally interacts more favorably with Mn 2+ than Mg 2+ , and prior results show stronger binding of G(2 ′ -NH 2 ) ( Table 1) to (E•S) C in the presence of Mn 2+ (Shan and Herschlag 1999) . In addition, the Mn 2+ 
Docked, slow chemical step, reverse reaction d, 2 ′ -H; m, 2 ′ -OCH 3 ; P , reactive phosphoryl group; residues without a suffix have ribose sugars (2 ′ -OH). -3m,rS Me bears a methyl group (Me) at the +1 position instead of an A residue, which eliminates a metal ion interaction with A(+1) and simplifies quantitative metal ion rescue experiments described herein (Shan and Herschlag 2000) . concentration dependence of G(2 ′ NH 2 ) binding to (E•S) C provide evidence for an interaction with M C (Shan and Herschlag 1999) . If M C contacts the adjacent 3 ′ -OH group, the simplest expectation is that binding of 3 ′ -aminoguanosine [G(3 ′ NH 2 ), (Table 1) ] to (E•S) C would similarly be preferentially stabilized by Mn 2+ compared with Mg 2+ , with the affinity of the stabilizing Mn 2+ ion matching that for Mn 2+ binding to site C.
We measured binding of G(3 ′ NH 2 ) to (E•S) C through competitive inhibition of the reaction with G under conditions designed to ensure that we were monitoring binding of G(3 ′ NH 2 ) and not G(3 ′ NH 3 + ) (Materials and Methods). Our results are summarized in Table 4 and the relative effects of -NH 2 substitution on G binding to (E•S) C are shown in Figure 2B (see Supplemental Figs. S3B and S4-S6 for raw data). In the presence of Mg 2+ , the 3 ′ -NH 2 substitution weakens binding of G by 30-fold ( Fig. 2B ). However, binding is strengthened to approximately the level of G itself upon the addition of Mn 2+ (Fig. 2B ). These results provide evidence for a metal ion interaction with the 3 ′ -group of G in the ground-state (E•S•G) C complex, analogous to the prior evidence for such an interaction with the 2 ′ -group (Table 4 ; Fig. 2B ; Shan and Herschlag 1999) .
To determine which active site metal ion contacts G(3 ′ NH 2 ), we measured equilibrium constants for binding of 3 ′ -aminoguanosine [G(3 ′ N)] and, for comparison, 2 ′ -aminoguanosine [G (2 ′ N)] as a function of Mn 2+ concentration ( Fig. 3A ; see Supplemental Fig. S11 for raw data). 10 The results of Figure 2 and prior data (Shan and Herschlag 1999) indicate that Mn 2+ has a negligible effect on G binding, so there is no need for ratiometric corrections in this case (Christian 2005; Hougland et al. 2006; Frederiksen and Piccirilli 2009 ). For each analog, the data were fit to a model ( Fig. 3B ) in which a single Mn 2+ ion stabilizes binding of G N (i.e., G(2 ′ N) or G(3 ′ N)) to the (E•S) C complex. This analysis reports K (E †S) C Mn,app , the apparent 11 Mn 2+ affinity for (E•S) C , a parameter that is unaffected by the amino modifications since G N is not bound to the ribozyme (Shan et al. 1999a; Wang et al. 1999; Christian 2005; Hougland et al. 2006; Frederiksen and Piccirilli 2009) . Identical values of K (E †S) C Mn,app for G (2 ′ N) and G(3 ′ N) would suggest, most simply, that a single metal ion contacts the 2 ′ -and 3 ′ -moieities, whereas distinct K (E †S) C Mn,app values would indicate that two different metal ions mediate these contacts.
As shown in Figure 3 , the Mn 2+ rescue profiles for the two analogs are indistinguishable, and fitting the data to a model for binding of a single Mn 2+ ion to (E•S) C yields a K (E †S) C Mn,app of 2.0 ± 0.8 and 1.3 ± 0.3 mM for G(3 ′ N) and G(2 ′ N), respectively ( Fig. 3B) . These values are the same, within error, as the reported Mn 2+ affinity to site C of the (E•S) C complex (K (E †S) C Mn,app = 1.1 mM) (Shan et al. 1999a; Shan and Herschlag 1999) and differ significantly from the affinities for sites A and B (4.1 and 13 mM, respectively 12 ; (Shan et al. 1999a) ). These TFA results suggest that G(2 ′ NH 2 ) and G(3 ′ NH 2 ) contact the same Mn 2+ ion, Mn C , within (E•S•G) C (Fig. 3C ). This is consistent with X-ray structural data obtained with the Azoarcus group I ribozyme, 
i.e., K d for G or AUCG relative to K d for the G or AUCG analog, was obtained from the data shown in Tables 2 and 3. The dashed line corresponds to K rel d = 1. 10 We refer to 3 ′ -aminoguanosine and 2 ′ -aminoguanosine as G(3 ′ N) and G(2 ′ N), respectively, instead of G(3 ′ NH 2 ) and G(2 ′ NH 2 ), respectively. This nomenclature denotes that, under the conditions of our TFA experiments (50 mM Mg 2+ at pH 7.7), both the -NH 2 and -NH 3 + forms of these analogs are present. Mn 2+ stabilizes binding of only the -NH 2 form of these G analogs (Supplemental Figs. S5-S10; Shan and Herschlag 1999; Shan et al. 1999b ), allowing us to obtain apparent affinities for the Mn 2+ ion that stabilizes binding of G(3 ′ NH 2 ) and G(2 ′ NH 2 ).
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The Mn 2+ affinities are apparent and not absolute affinities as prior results indicate that Mn 2+ competes with Mg 2+ for binding to metal sites A and C and, at higher concentrations, for binding to site B (Shan et al. 1999a ). Thus, these values hold for a particular background concentration of competing Mg 2+ . 12 The apparent Mn 2+ affinities for sites A, B, and C (see footnote 11) were obtained for (E•S) O (Shan et al. 1999a) . Prior data (Shan and Herschlag 1999) indicate that formation of (E•S) C is unaffected by Mn 2+ binding to sites A-C. Therefore, the Mn 2+ affinities for sites A, B, and C are the same for (E•S) O and (E•S) C . Independent experimental evidence for the absence of a change in the apparent Mn 2+ affinities to site C is presented in Shan and Herschlag (1999). which suggest that both -OH groups contact M C (Stahley and Strobel 2005; Lipchock and Strobel 2008) .
Use of 3 ′ -amino substitution to test for a metal ion interaction with the guanosine nucleophile in the (E•S•G) O complex
Functional data indicate that the G 2 ′ -OH group, which con- Table 3 ; Shan and Herschlag 1999) . In contrast, our results with AUCG(3 ′ H) suggest that an interaction is made with the 3 ′ -OH of G in the open complex (Table 3) . To determine whether this hydroxyl group interacts with a metal ion and, if so, which metal ion, we again conducted rescue and TFA experiments with G(3 ′ NH 2 ). Table 4 reports equilibrium dissociation constants for G(3 ′ NH 2 ) from the (E•S•G(3 ′ NH 2 )) O complex, and Figure  2A shows the relative effects of -NH 2 substitution on G binding to (E•S) O (see Supplemental Figs. S3A, S7, and S8 for raw data). G(3 ′ NH 2 ) binds fivefold weaker than G, and Mn 2+ strengthens binding of G(3 ′ NH 2 ) to (E•S) O by 27-fold, suggesting that the 3 ′ -NH 2 group interacts with a metal ion. In contrast, prior data show that replacing the 2 ′ -OH with a -NH 2 group does not weaken binding of G to (E•S) O , and Mn 2+ has no significant stabilizing effect on binding (Shan and Herschlag 1999) . These results indicate that the 2 ′ -OH group does not interact with a metal ion in the (E•S•G) O complex.
To determine which active site metal ion (M A , M B , or M C ) ( Fig. 1E ) contacts the 3 ′ -moiety of G(3 ′ NH 2 ), we measured equilibrium constants for binding of G(3 ′ N) to (E•S) O across a range of Mn 2+ concentrations (see Supplemental Fig. S12A for raw data). As binding of G is the same in the absence and presence of Mn 2+ ( Fig. 2A) , it was not necessary to correct for the effect of Mn 2+ on G binding (Christian 2005; Hougland et al. 2006; Frederiksen and Piccirilli 2009 ). The data were fit to a model ( Fig. 4C) (Shan et al. 1999a) . As shown in Figure 4A , the data strongly suggest that Mn C is not responsible for rescuing G(3 ′ NH 2 ) binding but do not unambiguously distinguish between Mn A and Mn B rescue.
To determine whether Mn A or Mn B contacts G(3 ′ NH 2 ), we measured the Mn 2+ concentration dependence of G(3 ′ N) binding to (E•S) O at a lower background concentration of Mg 2+ (10 mM, Fig. 4B ). Prior work showed that Mg 2+ competes for binding of Mn 2+ to site A but not site B (Shan et al. 1999a ). Hence, if Mn A contact the 3 ′ -NH 2 group,
Mn,app is expected to decrease by a factor of 5 from 50 to 10 mM Mg 2+ , whereas little or no change would be expected for a Mn B contact (Shan et al. 1999a ). The results indicate that lower Mn 2+ concentrations are required to stabilize G(3 ′ N) binding in a 10 mM Mg 2+ background (cf. Fig. 4A,B) , and the value of K (E †S) O Mn,app quantitatively matches that predicted for Mn A but not Mn B (Fig. 4 , blue versus green dashed lines). Thus, the 3 ′ -moiety of G changes its interactions from Fig. 3C ).
Is the reactive phosphoryl group on S responsible for the different interactions with G in the (E•S•G) O and (E•S•G) C complexes?
The different interactions made with G in the open (Fig. 4D ) and closed ( Fig. 3C ) complexes could be explained by the reactive phosphoryl group (on S) reorienting the active site metal ions that contact G (Fig. 1C ) or could occur even in the absence of this phosphoryl group due to indirect effects from the tertiary interactions made between the P1 duplex and ribozyme in the closed complex (Wang et al. 1993; Herschlag 1996, 1998; ). To distinguish these models, we compared binding of the G analogs to the (E•P) C , (E•S) C , and (E•S) O complexes. Both S and P (Table 2) utilize the same tertiary interactions to form the closed complex (Bevilacqua and Turner 1991; Pyle and Cech 1991; Pyle et al. 1992; Herschlag et al. 1993; ). However, the reactive phosphoryl group is not present in P (cf. schemes in Fig. 2B,C) .
Binding of G analogs to the (E•P) C complex was measured through inhibition of the reverse reaction (see Materials and Methods). The results are summarized in Tables 3 and 4 , and the relative effects of -H and -NH 2 substitution on G binding to (E•P) C are shown in Figure 2C (see Supplemental Figs. S2, S3C, S9, S10 for raw data). Replacing the 2 ′ -OH group with a -H atom or a -NH 2 group does not weaken binding of G to (E•P) C . In contrast, 3 ′ -H and 3 ′ -NH 2 substitutions weaken Shan and Herschlag (1999) . Measurements were made in the absence or presence of 20 mM Mn 2+ .
G binding to (E•P) C by 12-fold and sixfold, respectively (Fig.  2C ), and Mn 2+ stabilizes binding of G(3 ′ NH 2 ) to (E•P) C by 21-fold. These results are identical to those observed for binding of the G analogs to (E•S) O (cf. Fig. 2A ,C) and indicate that, within (E•P•G) C , the G 2 ′ -OH group makes no interaction and the adjacent 3 ′ -OH contacts a metal ion. As G 3 ′ -OH contacts M A in (E•S•G) O (Fig. 4D) , the simplest expectation is that this interaction is made in the (E•P•G) C complex.
An atomic model for the active site rearrangement in the G binding site upon S docking
Our data indicate that G is bound in a nonfunctional configuration within the (E•S•G) O complex (Fig. 4D ), as neither of its -OH groups form the metal ion interactions required for catalysis ( Fig. 1D,E ), and this difference is consistent with a model in which one or more of the active site metal ions are repositioned with respect to G. 13 Understanding this rearrangement at an atomic level requires structures of the (E•S•G) O and (E•S•G) C complexes, but high-resolution structures of a complete group I intron in the (E•S•G) O complex are not available. 14, 15 We therefore utilized a computational approach to model this complex, applying distance constraints from the available functional data along with an energy minimization step to determine what changes may occur when S is not present in the active site.
We began with the Azoarcus (E•P•G) C structure (Lipchock and Strobel 2008) and removed the P1 helix, which contains P, from the active site, so that only G is bound to the ribozyme. We also altered the conformation of the A261 ribose ring to ensure that its 2 ′ -OH group is not donating a hydrogen bond to the G exocyclic amino group, as prior biochemical data provided evidence for the absence of this interaction (Forconi et al. 2010) . We then applied harmonic distance restraints based on the available functional data (Supplemental Table S1 ) to ensure an interaction between M A and G 3 ′ -OH ( Fig. 4D ) and the absence of an interaction with the G 2 ′ -OH group ( Fig. 2A ; Shan and Herschlag 1999) . The resulting model of the active site within (E•S•G) O is shown in Figure 5A . For comparison, we also generated a model of the (E•S•G) C complex (Fig. 5B) following the same procedures but with both G -OH groups contacting M C (Fig.  3C ) and a hydrogen bond between the G exocyclic amino group and the A261 2 ′ -OH group (Materials and Methods; Supplemental Table S1 ; Forconi et al. 2010) .
Overlaying the models for (E•S•G) O and (E•S•G) C allows us to suggest changes that may occur upon S docking into the active site. While we describe these differences below, we also emphasize that the differences are derived from a computational model and do not represent direct experimental observations. The structural overlay (Fig. 5C ) reveals that M C has moved away from G in the (E•S•G) O model and does not form the inner-sphere contacts (≤2.5 Å) (Schnabl et al. 2012 ) made with the -OH groups in the (E•S•G) C complex. The models also suggest a modest (∼0.95 Å) change in the position of M A . Repositioning of M C may arise from the absence of the hydrogen bond between the G exocyclic amino group and the A261 2 ′ -OH group (cf. Fig. 5A,B ). Functional data (Forconi et al. 2010) suggest that this hydrogen bond is made in (E•S•G) C but not (E•S•G) O and we speculate that the absence of this contact releases the adjacent C262 residue, a ligand for M C (Hougland et al. 2005) . Such a change might allow M C to sample alternative positions (Fig. 5C, arrows) . This model is consistent with an x-ray structure of (Shan et al. 1999a (Shan et al. , 2001 Shan and Herschlag 1999; Stahley and Strobel 2005) and red circles represent interactions inferred from the data in A.
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An alternative model in which M 2+ binds weakly to site C of (E•S•G) O is ruled out by prior work showing that Mn 2+ can saturate this metal site within this complex (Shan and Herschlag 1999) . 14 A structure of a truncated form of the Tetrahymena group I intron with only G bound in the active site is available (Guo et al. 2004 ). We did not use this structure to model (E•S•G) O because one metal ion, presumably M C , is observed in the active site. We speculate that metal ion binding to site A may have been disrupted from mutating A304, a M A ligand (Forconi et al. 2008) , to G or from removing helices P1, P2, P9.1, and P9.2 from the intron. 15 Structures of (E•P•G) C from Azoarcus (Lipchock and Strobel 2008) and Twort (Golden et al. 2005) show both G -OH groups within coordination distance to M C , which differs from the interactions we biochemically infer in the Tetrahymena (E•P•G) C and (E•S•G) O complexes. Preliminary data suggest that this difference between Tetrahymena and Azoarcus, and possibly Twort, may be due to differences in active site preorganization between the ribozymes (S van Schie, R Sengupta, and D Herschlag, unpubl. ). a truncated Tetrahymena ribozyme that may mimic the (E•S•G) O complex 6 ; in this structure, the positions of C262 and M C vary in each of the four molecules in the asymmetric unit, perhaps because the hydrogen bond between A261 and G is not formed (Supplemental Fig. S13 ; Forconi et al. 2010) .
The models for the open and closed complexes also suggest a conformational change of the G ribose ring (Fig. 5C ).
In (E•S•G) O , the G ribose ring adopts a C3 ′ -endo configuration and in (E•S•G) C , a C1 ′ -exo configuration. The C3 ′ -endo configuration is typical for RNA sugars (Saenger 1983) , and a survey of phase angles for all nonhelical G residues within the nonredundant set of all RNA structures in the PDB (Supplemental Fig. S14 ; Leontis and Zirbel 2012) suggests that the C1 ′ -exo configuration is less prevalent. This survey reveals two peaks, major (∼80%) and minor (∼20%) corresponding primarily to the C3 ′ -endo (0-36°) and C2 ′endo (144-180°) configurations, respectively (Supplemental Fig. S14) , with the C1 ′ -exo conformation observed in the (E•S•G) C model in the tail end of the minor C2 ′ -endo peak. It may be that the transition to the C1 ′ -exo or a similar C2 ′ -endo conformation is required from the structural constraints of needing the adjacent hydroxyl groups to coordinate a single metal ion within the active site ( Supplemental Fig. S15 ). Future studies that utilize NMR spectroscopy on isotopically labeled G analogs may allow tests of this model and reveal information on the role of sugar pucker in recognition and positioning of G for catalysis.
The distinct active site interactions with G in (E•S•G) O and (E•S•G) C arise from the presence of the reactive phosphoryl group (see above and Fig. 2) , which contacts M A and M C in (E•S•G) C (Fig. 5B ). In the absence of S, these metal ions are not bridged by the pro-S P oxygen atom of the reactive phosphoryl group and are ∼5 Å apart in the proposed model ( Fig.  5A) . When S is present in the active site, the (E•S•G) C model and related X-ray structures of the Azoarcus group I ribozyme suggest that M A and M C are ∼3.8-4.4 Å apart, the distance observed between active site metal ions in several protein enzymes that catalyze phosphoryl transfer (Steitz and Steitz 1993; Strater et al. 1996) . From this distance, both metal ions can contact a nonbridging oxygen atom on the reactive phosphoryl group and make additional catalytic interactions with the nucleophile and leaving group (Freemont et al. 1988; Kim and Wyckoff 1991; Steitz 1998; Stahley and Strobel 2005; Yang et al. 2006; Toor et al. 2008) .
DISCUSSION
The startling discovery of RNA catalysts in the early 1980s (Kruger et al. 1982; Guerrier-Takada et al. 1983 ) demonstrated that RNA could be more than just a passive carrier of genetic information. From a mechanistic point of view, the discovery of ribozymes was surprising because chemical and structural properties of RNA were expected to hinder its ability to serve as an efficient catalyst (Herschlag 1995; Russell 2008) . Nevertheless, it appears likely that RNA played an extensive catalytic role early in evolution (Gilbert 1986; Robertson and Joyce 2012) .
Extant catalytic RNAs in Nature, including the ribosome and spliceosome, seem to utilize conformational changes in function (e.g., Chanfreau and Jacquier 1996; Staley and Guthrie 1998; Wang et al. 1999; Zhuang et al. 2002b; Schmeing et al. 2005; Hougland et al. 2006; Martick and Scott 2006; Guo et al. 2009; Hsieh and Fierke 2009; Marcia and Pyle 2012; Voorhees and Ramakrishnan 2013; Chen and Moore 2014; Sripathi et al. 2014) , and an intrinsically rugged conformational landscape (e.g., Chen and Dill 2000; Treiber and Williamson 2001; Bokinsky and Zhuang 2005; Shcherbakova et al. 2008 ) may predispose RNA to be able to toggle between conformational states and thereby carry out such complex functions (Herschlag 1995; Munro et al. 2009; Frank and Gonzalez 2010) . To learn more about the properties of conformational states and conformational changes within otherwise folded RNAs, we investigated the G binding site of the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme, a system that has been a workhorse for uncovering RNA structurefunction relationships (Hougland et al. 2006) .
Molecular recognition of the G nucleophile by the Tetrahymena ribozyme
Although catalysis hinges upon the establishment of a precise network of interacting groups, our results indicate that alternative interactions are made within the active site of the Tetrahymena ribozyme and that structural rearrangements are necessary to form a functional catalytic core. These results highlight RNA's tendency to form alternative interactions, even within the catalytic core of the folded ribozyme. The rate constant for G association (∼10 3 M −1 sec -1 ) is several orders of magnitude slower than diffusion (Karbstein and Herschlag 2003) , consistent with a model in which the G binding site exists in a configurations that cannot accommodate G and an alternative "open" configuration that can bind G (Hougland et al. 2006; Benz-Moy and Herschlag 2011) . Multiple structures of group I introns with bound G are available (Adams et al. 2004; Guo et al. 2004; Golden et al. 2005; Stahley and Strobel 2005; Lipchock and Strobel 2008) , and all show G forming a base triple interaction with a C-G pair within a "sandwich" of base triples (Supplemental Fig. S16A ). In contrast, structures of the G-free form of the intron have not been solved, perhaps because the greater dynamics of the G binding site renders crystallization of the RNA more difficult. Below, we present and evaluate models for the G binding site upon removal of G ( Fig. 6A ; Supplemental Fig. S16 ).
By definition, there must be a G-accessible "open" state that allows G binding. We model this state by simply removing G from its binding site of the Tetrahymena group I intron ( Fig. 6A; Supplemental Fig. S16B ). However, slow binding of G to the ribozyme implies the prevalence of one or more alternative, G-inaccessible states, and we present two models for such states. Prior work modeled a "collapsed" form of the G binding site by manipulating the position of the top base triple within the G binding site to prevent accommodation of G ( Fig. 6A ; see also Supplemental Fig. S16C ; Benz-Moy and Herschlag 2011). Whereas this model posits the simplest motion upon removal of bound G, we know of no example in the PDB of an RNA structure in which a base "angles" or collapses in this way. Such a structure would suffer from limited stacking and van der Waals overlap and poor hydrogen bonds. Supplemental  Table S1 ).
We also consider a "splayed" form of the G binding site, in which none of the base triples are formed, as was obtained from a recent structure of the lariat capping (LC) ribozyme, an RNA that contains a G binding site with a secondary struc-ture that matches that of the group I intron ( Fig. 6A ; Supplemental Fig. S16D ; Meyer et al. 2014 ). However, metal ions analogous to M A and M C were not observed in the LC ribozyme, and the putative ligands of these metal ions were not positioned to ligate a common metal ion. Functional experiments with the Tetrahymena ribozyme strongly suggest that these metal ions are stably bound in the free ribozyme (Shan et al. 1999a; Shan and Herschlag 1999) , consistent with a model in which the conformational rearrangement for this ribozyme is less dramatic than that seen for the LC ribozyme. Conformational changes upon ligand binding that are less dramatic than that inferred for G binding to the LC ribozyme but nevertheless involve base flipping and alternative stacking interactions have been observed for other RNAs including Spinach, an in vitro-selected RNA aptamer (Huang et al. 2014) , and the purine riboswitch aptamer domain (Gilbert et al. 2006) .
Binding of G stabilizes the open form of the G binding site (Fig. 6B ). Nevertheless, our data indicate that there are (at least) two distinct G-bound conformers. G active and G inactive are represented by two wells in the free energy landscapes shown in Figure 6B and C and correspond to the preferred states of G within (E•S•G) O and (E•S•G) C . Within (E•S•G) O , the G 3 ′ -OH group contacts M A , whereas the adjacent 2 ′ -OH makes no interaction; these interactions differ from those made in the transition state. We therefore refer to this state, the most stable form of the (E•S•G) O complex, as G inactive (Fig. 6B ). Our model of (E•S•G) O (Fig. 5 ) suggests that this alternate binding mode arises from the absence of a hydrogen bond interaction between the G exocyclic amino group and the A261 2 ′ -OH group, which releases the adjacent C262 residue, a ligand for M C , and allows M C to move away from G. In addition, a small motion of M A allows it to interact with the 3 ′ -OH group of G while the ribose ring of G is in its preferred sugar pucker (Saenger 1983) .
S binding promotes active site rearrangements that favor a catalytically competent configuration (i.e., G active , Fig. 6B,C) . Our models (Fig. 5 ) allow us to propose what changes may occur within the active site. M A and M C move to interact with the reactive phosphoryl group of S. The repositioning of M C is accompanied by changes in the position of one of its ligand, the pro-S P phosphoryl oxygen of C262. This rearrangement, in turn, allows the 2 ′ -OH of the adjacent A261 to make its interaction with the exocyclic amino group of G (Fig. 5) . Finally, there is a change in the conformation of the G ribose ring so that its 2 ′ -and 3 ′ -OH groups contact M C .
Interactions formed in the transition state
Once S and G are bound to the ribozyme, the G 3 ′ -OH group is deprotonated and reacts with the reactive phosphoryl group on U(−1) (Herschlag 1995; Karbstein et al. 2002) . In the transition state, the U(−1) and G 3 ′ -oxygen atoms form partial bonds with the reactive phosphoryl group and are stabilized through metal ion interactions with M A and M C (Piccirilli (Karbstein and Herschlag 2003) but we do not know whether the splayed and/or collapsed states or an alternative state or ensemble of states is favored (see text). For simplicity, the splayed and collapsed states are reported as the most stable species and are equal in free energy; these states are noted with asterisks. (B) Binding of G (green) stabilizes the open state. G is bound in two distinct conformations, referred to as G active , which forms the catalytically relevant interactions, and G inactive , an inactive form. Structures of these states, obtained from Figure 5 , are shown, with G and the active site metal ions colored light blue. G inactive is the preferred state in (E•S•G) O and is thus lower in free energy (denoted by asterisk). (C) Within (E•S•G) C , S (gray, with the reactive phosphoryl in orange and red) reorganizes the active site so that G active is lower in free energy and thus the preferred state (denoted by asterisk). Weinstein et al. 1997; Shan et al. 1999a) . As shown in Figure 1D , M A contacts the U(−1) 3 ′ -oxygen atom, M C contacts the G 2 ′ -and 3 ′ -oxygen atoms, and both metals contact the pro-S P phosphoryl oxygen. In addition, TFA experiments suggested that a third metal ion, M B , supplants the role of M C in contacting the 3 ′ -oxygen atom of G (Fig. 1E ), but this metal is not observed in any of the group I structures (Shan et al. 1999a; Vicens and Cech 2006; Lipchock and Strobel 2008) . One possible explanation for this difference is that M C contacts the 3 ′ -oxygen atom in the transition state for the normal reaction but not in TFA experiments that substitute this oxygen atom with a sulfur atom. The bulkier sulfur atom needed for the TFA experiments may prevent simultaneous formation of the sterically constrained contacts to the 2 ′ -and 3 ′ -groups of G. This may result in recruitment of a third metal ion, M B , that normally does not take part in the reaction, to make the interaction with the 3 ′ -oxygen of G (Hougland et al. 2006) .
The results described here demonstrate that M C can contact the G 3 ′ -oxygen atom within the (E•S•G) C complex, a result which is consistent with and most simply interpreted in terms of the recruitment model, although direct experimental data distinguishing these models are still needed. Finally, while it is possible that no interaction is made with the G 3 ′ -OH group within (E•S•G) O and that rescue experiments with G(3 ′ -NH 2 ) recruit M A to contact the 3 ′ -NH 2 group, this alternative model is unlikely given that the 3 ′ -H substitution destabilizes G binding to (E•S) O (Fig. 2) .
Energetics of active site interactions: substrate destabilization revisited
Our results provide new information on "substrate destabilization" in the Tetrahymena ribozyme reaction. Both the substrate and product oligonucleotides (S and P, respectively, Fig. 1A ) hybridize to the same internal guide sequence on the ribozyme and utilize identical tertiary interactions to dock into the active site, but additional interactions are made between the reactive phosphoryl group present on S and the catalytic metal ions (cf. schemes in Fig. 7) . Despite this difference, docking of P into the active site is 2.3 kcal mol −1 more stable than S (Fig.  7 ; Narlikar et al. 1995) . Our results indicate that the reactive phosphoryl group on S promotes a rearrangement within the active site of (E•S•G) C and provide new perspective about this paradoxical observation.
The weaker binding of S relative to P was suggested to result from an unfavorable interaction between the electron-deficient U(−1) 3 ′ -bridging phosphoryl oxygen and the electropositive Mg 2+ ion at site A, relative to the interaction of that Mg 2+ ion with the 3 ′ -OH of P (Narlikar et al. 1995) . Lower electron density on the U(−1) 3 ′ -oxygen of S relative to P might be expected because of the electron-withdrawing phosphoryl group that is attached in S (Fig. 7, [4] ). This model is consistent with recent metal ion rescue experiments that provided evidence for negative charge stabilization of the U(−1) 3 ′ -atom by M A (Sengupta et al. 2012) .
Our data reveal additional penalties upon S docking: the nonproductive contact between M A and the G 3 ′ -OH group within (E•S•G) O (Fig. 7, [1] ) is broken to allow formation of the catalytic interactions with G ( Fig. 7, [7,8] ); the G ribose ring changes to a less common conformation (Fig. 7, [3] ) to allow both its 2 ′ -and 3 ′ -OH groups to contact M C , and the repositioned active site metal ions are likely to experience electrostatic repulsion from the shortened distance between them (Fig. 7, [2] ). FIGURE 7. Model for differential stabilization of S and P docking. Free energy profile for docking of P and S into the active site. Docking of P is 2.3 kcal/mol more stable than docking of S (Narlikar et al. 1995) . A scheme for interactions made within each complex is shown below the free energy profile, with dots and hatched lines representing metal ion interactions and hydrogen bonds, respectively. Unfavorable (1-4) and favorable (5-9) interactions made in (E•S•G) C are represented by the upward red arrows and downward green arrows, respectively. The energetic contribution of each of these interactions could not be determined but, for simplicity, the height of each of these arrows is presented as the same. Equilibrium constants for docking (K P dock = 600 and K S dock = 16) were determined from prior work (Narlikar et al. 1995) , the rate constants for docking of S and P was assumed to be the same (∼17 sec −1 ) (Narlikar et al. 1999) , the rate constants for undocking were determined from the ratio k dock /K dock , and free energy differences were obtained from the rate (k, in units of sec −1 ) and equilibrium constants (K dock , unitless) using the standard conversions: ΔG ‡ = -RT ln (kh/k B T) and ΔG = -RT ln K dock , where R = 1.987 cal/ (mol•K), T = 323 K (50°C), h = 1.58 × 10 −34 cal s, and k B = 3.30 × 10 −24 cal K −1 .
Despite these unfavorable energetic effects, changes occur upon S (but not P) docking. This observation indicates that there are favorable interactions that allow the active site within (E•S•G) C to prefer the "active" state. For example, the active state can be stabilized with docked S by interactions that lead to catalysis (Fig. 7, [5-9 ])-i.e., interactions of the pro-S P phosphoryl oxygen atom with both M A and M C (Shan et al. 2001 ); interactions of the 2 ′ -and 3 ′ -OH groups of G with M C ; an interaction of the 2 ′ -OH of A261 with the exocyclic amino group of the guanine base of G that is allowed because of the repositioning of M C (Forconi et al. 2010) ; and an unspecified hydrogen bond donated by the 2 ′ -OH group of G (Hougland et al. 2008 ). In addition, the inactive state may be destabilized by the reactive phosphoryl group because of a steric clash with the 3 ′ -OH of G (Fig. 5C ). This model highlights the complexity of active site energetics, especially when binding events are coupled to conformational rearrangements.
General implications for RNA in biology
Our results highlight RNA's tendency to form alternative structures, even within the active site of an RNA that has completed overall folding. Despite the apparent difficulties that RNA faces in specifying a unique structure that would be optimal for catalysis, RNA enzymes have persisted to the modern day, and several of them, including the spliceosome and ribosome, coordinate complex multistep processes. Perhaps "problems" RNA has in folding have been harnessed by Nature to evolve dynamic ribonucleoproteins such as the ribosome and spliceosome, which undergo local and global conformational changes during their functional cycles.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
L-21 ScaI ribozyme (E) was transcribed and gel purified according to reported procedures (Zaug et al. 1988) . Phosphoramadites for guanosine (G), 2 ′ -deoxyguanosine [G(2 ′ H)], and 3 ′ -deoxyguanosine [G(3 ′ H)] were purchased from Glen Research and incorporated into the oligonucleotide AUCG X [where G X denotes G, G(2 ′ H), or G(3 ′ H)] (Table 1) through solid phase synthesis at the Protein and Nucleic Acid Facility at Stanford University. AUCG, AUCG (2 ′ H), and AUCG(3 ′ H) were subsequently HPLC-purified, as described below. G (≥98%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 2 ′ -aminoguanosine [G(2 ′ N)] and 3 ′ -aminoguanosine [G(2 ′ N)] were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology and were of the highest purity commercially available (≥98%). All other oligonucleotides were purchased from Dharmacon Inc. or Integrated DNA Technologies and purified through HPLC or gel purification, as described below.
HPLC purification of oligonucleotides AUCG, AUCG(2 ′ H), and AUCG(3 ′ H) were HPLC-purified on an Lichrosorb RP-18 Column (Alltech-Applied Science) using a linear gradient of acetonitrile in 0.1 M triethylammonium acetate buffer (pH 6.0). Triethylammonium acetate was removed from HPLCpurified samples by repeated drying and aqueous resuspension cycles in a Savant Speedvac Concentrator (Thermo Scientific). After resuspension in water, the concentrations of the AUCG X analogs were determined by measuring the UV absorbance at 260 nm with an extinction coefficient of 41,900 M −1 cm −1 . The oligonucleotide -1d,rP (Table 1) was purified on a DNAPac PA-100 column (Dionex) using a linear gradient of 1 M NaCl in 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.6), and subsequently desalted using a Sep-Pak (Waters). After drying and resuspension in water, the concentration of -1d,rP was determined by measuring the UV absorbance at 260 nm with an extinction coefficient of 46,500 M −1 cm −1 .
′ -32 P end labeling of oligonucleotides
Oligonucleotide substrates for kinetic experiments were 5 ′ -32 P-radiolabeled using [γ-32 P]ATP (MP Biomedicals) and T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs), according to the manufacturer's protocol. Labeled substrates were subsequently purified through nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, as previously described ).
General reaction conditions
All reactions were single-turnover, with ribozyme in excess of labeled substrate, and were measured at 30°C in the presence of 50 mM MgCl 2 and 50 mM buffer. The buffers used were the following: sodium acetate (pH 5.0-5.5), NaMES (pH 6.1-6.7), NaMOPS (pH 7.1), NaEPPS (pH 7.7-8.2), and NaCHES (pH 8.7-9.7).
Reactions were carried out and analyzed according to reported procedures (Herschlag and Cech 1990; Shan and Herschlag 1999) . Ribozyme was allowed to fold in 10 mM MgCl 2 and 50 mM buffer at 50°C for 30 min and subsequently cooled to room temperature. For reactions carried out above pH 8.0, the folding step was performed in 25 mM NaMES, pH 6.7 to avoid degradation of the ribozyme. Following the folding step, ribozyme was diluted 20-fold into reaction tubes containing the desired concentrations of divalent metal ion (MgCl 2 and MnCl 2 ), buffer, and G analog. After a 5-min incubation at 30°C, reactions were initiated by the addition of labeled substrate (<0.1 nM). At specified times, six 2 µL aliquots of the reaction mixture were removed from the 20 µL reaction and added to a 4 µL quench solution containing 90% formamide, 50 mM EDTA, 0.01% bromophenol blue, and 0.01% xylene cyanol. Substrate and product were separated by electrophoresis on a 20% polyacrylamide gel containing 7 M urea, 100 mM Tris, 83 mM boric acid, and 1 mM EDTA. The ratio of substrate to product was quantitated through Phosphorimager analysis (GE Healthcare) with TotalLab (TotalLab Ltd).
Reactions were followed for ≥3t 1/2 except for very slow reactions. First-order fits (R 2 > 0.95) to the data points, with end points ≥90% were obtained (KaleidaGraph, Synergy Software). The slow reactions were typically linear for up to 20 h, and an end point of 95% was assumed to obtain observed rate constants from the initial rates temperature to convert the cis-diol of any guanosine contaminant to an unreactive dialdehyde form. Subsequently, the excess sodium periodate was inactivated by adding 100 µM ethylene glycol for a 1 h at room temperature, and the resultant mixture was added to reaction tubes for kinetic experiments. Control experiments demonstrated that the sodium periodate/ethylene glycol treatment did not affect ribozyme-mediated cleavage activity (data not shown). Fig. 1A ) was determined by measuring the observed rate of cleavage (k obs ) of 5 ′ -end labeled -3m,rS Me (Table 1) at different G analog (G X ) concentrations (0-2.1 mM G or G(2 ′ N) and 0-30 µM AUCG), under conditions where E is saturating with respect to S ([E] = 50 nM; K S d 1 nM (Shan and Herschlag 2000; Karbstein et al. 2002) . The -3m,rS Me substrate contains a 2 ′ -OCH 3 substitution at the U(−3) position that disrupts a tertiary interaction and results in a stable open complex (Narlikar and Herschlag 1996) . In addition, the A(+1) residue is replaced with an OCH 3 group to ablate a stabilizing interaction between A(+1) and a Mn 2+ ion (Shan and Herschlag 2000; Karbstein et al. 2002) , ensuring that we monitor binding of G X to (E•S) O and not (E•S) C in experiments where we vary the Mn 2+ concentration. In all experiments, k obs was plotted as a function of [G X ] and fit by equation 1:
Measurement
(1)
For K GX 1/2 , the concentration of G X that provides half the maximal rate (k max ), to be equal to(K GX d ) O . The chemical step must be ratelimiting. To determine whether this condition is met, we measured the pH-dependence of k obs and observed a log-linear pH-rate dependence with a slope of 1 up to pH 8.2 (data not shown). This pH-dependence is consistent with prior work that the chemical step is the rate-limiting step (Herschlag and Khosla 1994) .
Measurement of G, AUCG, and G(2 ′ N) affinities to (E•S) C
The binding affinities of G, AUCG, and G(2 ′ N) to the (E•S) C complex ((K Fig. 1A) were determined by measuring the observed rate of cleavage (k obs ) of 5 ′ -end labeled -1d,rSA (Table 1) at different G analog (G X ) concentrations (see above for range of concentrations), under conditions where E is saturating with respect to S ([E] = 50 nM; K S d 1 nM) (Karbstein et al. 2002) . k obs was plotted as a function of [G X ] and the data were fit to equation 1 to obtain K GX 1/2 . The -1d,rSA substrate, which favors formation of the (E•S) C complex (Bartley et al. 2003) , contains a 2 ′ -H substitution at the U(-1) position that renders the chemical step (k c , Fig. 1A ) rate-limiting, ensuring that K GX 1/2 is equal to (K GX d ) C (McConnell et al. 1993; Herschlag and Khosla 1994; Knitt and Herschlag 1996) .
Measurement of AUCG(2 ′ H), AUCG(3 ′ H) and G(3 ′ N) affinities to (E•S) O
We did not observe any detectable cleavage activity with AUCG (2 ′ H), AUCG(3 ′ H) and G(3 ′ N) (data not shown) and thus measured binding of these analogs through competitive inhibition of the reaction, (E•S) O + G → Products. Experiments were carried out using 5 ′ -end labeled -3m,rS Me (Table 1) with E saturating with respect to S ([E] = 50 nM; K S d = 13 nM) and with subsaturating G ([G] = 30 µM; (K G d ) O ≥ 440 mM). The concentration of inhibitor, G X , was varied (0-220 µM AUCG(2 ′ H), 0-365 µM AUCG (3 ′ H), and 0-3.5 mM G(3 ′ N)) and the inhibition constant, K i , which reports the affinity of G X to (E•S) o ((K GX d ) O ), was determined through Equation 2:
where k obs is the observed rate of cleavage of -3m,rS Me and k max is k obs in the absence of inhibitor. 
Measurement
(K G d ) C ≥ 63 mM) so that the observed K i (Equation 3) is equal to (K G d ) C .
Measurement of G analog affinities to (E•P) c
The binding affinities of G, G(2 ′ N), G(3 ′ N), AUCG, AUCG(2 ′ H), and AUCG(3 ′ H) to (E•P) C were determined through competitive inhibition of the reverse reaction: (E•P) C + CUCGA → Products. The reverse reaction involves cleavage of a specific phosphodiester bond on CUCGA by P (Table 1) , as shown in Equation 3:
As G and CUCGA occupy the same binding site on the ribozyme (Been and Perrotta 1991) , the G analogs used in this study can bind to (E•P) C and thus prevent binding of CUCGA. With E•P subsaturating with respect to 5 ′ -end labeled CUCGA (<0.1 nM CUCGA, 0.2 µM E•P; K CUCGA d ≥ 1 mM, data not shown), the concentration of G analog, G X , was varied (see above for range of concentrations) and an inhibition constant, K i , which reports the affinity of G X to (E•P) C , was determined using Equation 2.
Following binding of G(2 ′ NH 2 ) and G(3 ′ NH 2 ) to the ribozyme The 2 ′ -NH 2 and 3 ′ -NH 2 groups of G(2 ′ N) and G(3 ′ N), respectively, can ionize to form the corresponding −NH 3 + species (Aurup et al. 1994; Dai et al. 2007 ). To conduct metal ion rescue experiments with G(2 ′ NH 2 ) and G(3 ′ NH 2 ) (and not G(2 ′ NH 3 + ) and G(3 ′ NH 3 + )), we established conditions under which we were able to obtain affinities for the -NH 2 forms of G(2 ′ N) and G(3 ′ N) to (E•S) O , (E•S) C , (E•P) C , as described below.
Following binding of G(2 ′ NH 2 )
Prior work showed that G(2 ′ NH 3 + ) deprotonates with a pK a of 6.1 in aqueous solution and with pK a s of 7.0 and 7.5 in the (E•G(2 ′ N)) and (E•S•G(2 ′ N)) C complexes, respectively (10 mM MgCl 2 , 30°C) (Shan et al. 1999b ). In addition, the presence of 5 mM MnCl 2 lowers the pK a of G(2 ′ N) in the (E•S•G(2 ′ N)) C below 5. In our experiments (50 mM MgCl 2 , 30°C), we observed that binding of G(2 ′ N) to the ribozyme does not vary with pH above pH 8.2 (data not shown), suggesting that binding of the 2 ′ -NH 2 form of G(2 ′ N) was being followed. Therefore, to measure the affinity of G(2 ′ NH 2 ) to the ribozyme, we made our measurements with G(2 ′ N) at pH 8.2 (Supplemental Fig. S4 ).
Following binding of G(3 ′ NH 2 ) G(3 ′ NH 3 + ) deprotonates with a pK a of 7.0 in aqueous solution (Dai et al. 2007 ) and with pK a s of 8. Figs S8, S6 ). Unlike G (2 ′ N), the binding affinity of G(3 ′ N) continues to decrease above pH 8.2 in MgCl 2 alone, suggesting that K G3N a,obs (= 1/K G3N d,obs ), the association constant for G(3 ′ N) binding to ribozyme, reports binding of both G(3 ′ NH 2 ) and G(3 ′ NH 3 + ) (Supplemental Figs S5, S7, S9). To determine K G3NH2 a , the association constant of G(3 ′ NH 2 ) to the ribozyme, we measured the pH-dependence of G(3 ′ N) binding and fit the data according to model shown in Supplemental Figures S5-S10.
Modeling the active site of the Tetrahymena ribozyme
We modeled the active site within the (E•S•G) O and (E•S•G) C complexes of the Tetrahymena ribozyme using functional data presented here and in previous work ( Supplemental Table S1 ). Hydrogen bond and metal ion interactions inferred from functional data with the Tetrahymena ribozyme were translated into structural distance constraints by using harmonic potentials. For interactions not made within these complexes ( Supplemental Table S1 ), we applied a repulsive potential to prevent these residues from coming within hydrogen bonding distance or inner-sphere coordination to each other. We applied the distance restraints to crystal structures of the Azoarcus group I intron. Only residues that were functional constrained were allowed to move; the remaining residues were kept at their initial positions from the X-ray structure. All calculations were carried out using the AMBER suite of programs (Case et al. 2014 ) and used the ff10 force field for nucleic acids (Wang et al. 2000; Pérez et al. 2007; Banáš et al. 2010; Zgarbová et al. 2011) . Screening due to solvent and ions was treated using a variant of the Generalized Born model (Tsui and Case 2000) . Refinement of the models using distance restraints was carried out by alternating conjugate gradient energy minimization and simulated annealing cycles. Conjugate gradient energy minimization was carried out for 3000 steps. During the simulated annealing stage, the temperature of the system was raised to 600K and slowly scaled to 0K for 20,000 steps of molecular dynamics.
Before applying the distance restraints, we introduced modifications to X-ray structures of the Azoarcus group I intron to represent different states of the catalytic cycle. For the (E•S•G) O complex, we removed the P1 domain from the ribozyme (PDB accession number 3B02) (Lipchock and Strobel 2008) . In addition, to ensure that the A261 2 ′ -OH group was not contacting the G exocyclic amino group (Forconi et al. 2010) , we allowed the A261 ribose ring to adopt a configuration where its 2 ′ -OH group was pointed away from G, as observed in the group I structure from Twort (Golden et al. 2005) . For the (E•S•G) C complex, we transferred the reactive phosphoryl group from G206 to U(−1) within a structure mimicking the (E•P•G P A) C complex (PDB accession number 3B02) (Stahley and Strobel 2005) .
Determining the prevalence of the G ribose ring conformations within an RNA structure database
To determine the distribution of G ribose ring conformations with the PDB (Supplemental Fig. S14) , we downloaded the list of non-redundant set of RNA structures (Leontis and Zirbel 2012) . The phase angle (Chen et al. 2010) for each G residue within this set was obtained using 3DNA (Lu and Olson 2003) . We also used 3DNA to exclude G residues that are in Watson-Crick or G•U base pairs. Inclusion of helical G residues did not significantly affect the distribution of phase angles (data not shown).
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